
Exhibition Soccer is Back to East Texas!

East Texas newest semi-pro team' Timberz" offer exhibition match at SFA!

LUFKIN, TEXAS, UNITED STATES, June 4, 2014 /EINPresswire.com/ -- If you attended the Timberz

vs Chivas Exhibition game last year in Lufkin; You probably left Jase Magers Soccer field with a

bad taste of mouth concerning the score. After a very dominant defeat by Chivas, the Texas

Timberz Directors, Coaches, and players have put themselves to work by developing a high

training program in place. On June 25, 2014, you can experience a very high Caliber Rematch

between Chivas and our very own East Texas Semi-pro Soccer team; Texas Timberz FC.  

Everything seems ready and set to come out and enjoy a very compelling and exciting soccer

rematch in Nacogdoches, Texas on June 25th. This years event has been moved to Homer Bryce

Stadium at SFA after a complete Facility shutdown by Lufkin ISD Administration. "We are very

shocked to have been denied access to bringing another exhibition game into town this year."

Marco Morales; Administrator for Texas Timberz commented. "We thought we had something

amazing going here for our community, but apparently we have been temporarily run out, with

no place to play". "We would like to thank SFA for believing in our vision to unite our community

by allowing Homer Bryce to hold one of the Biggest Soccer exhibition matches to date" Morales

commented. 

Just to mention, Texas Timberz FC will participate in the Texas Premier Soccer League (TPSL) this

fall, making it one of the most recognized semi-pro leagues in the state of Texas. Timberz will

have the chance to face a high level of play against Houston Hurricanes, Galveston Pirates,

Houston Regals, College Station Bearkatz, Houston Leones FC, Austin Real Cuahtemoc, Twin

Cities,and More. The City of Diboll,Texas has provided the Timberz  with a facility to temporarily

play these semi-pro games. For more information about Texas Timberz or if your business is

interested in sponsoring, do not hesitate to contact Texas Timberz directors at

texastimberz@gmail.com
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